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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE STUDY of the robustness of adaptive controllers has a long and perhaps infamous history. In the early 1980s, it was observed that the adaptive designs of the time had limited robustness properties. Closed loops could become unstable even in the presence of small disturbances and innocuous looking classes of unmodeled dynamics. Specifically, Rohrs [1] showed that many of the existing designs became unstable even when applied to a first-order plant with a pair of unmodeled conjugate poles far out in the left-hand plane. These observations gave a great impetus in the 1980s to the study of robust adaptive control [2] , where modifications such as dead zones, σ/e 1 modifications, or projection operators [3] , [4] are applied to standard adaptive laws to ensure stability in the face of disturbances and classes of unmodeled dynamics. Other strategies include assuming signal richness conditions on reference signals to ensure correct parametric convergence with associated robustness benefits. Extra "probing signals" can also be injected into the system to ensure similar effects. The extensive literature on these ideas is summarized in [2] . Typical results (see, e.g., [5] for a recent example) show the robustness of adaptive designs to small uncertainties of a multiplicative type. Singular perturbation analysis can be applied to obtain robustness results for classes of fast unmodeled dynamics [2] [in these results, the stability region shrinks as the speed ratio of the slow (modeled) dynamics to the fast (unmodeled) dynamics decreases]. More recently, ideas from inverse optimality [6] have been utilized to achieve robustness to classes of unmodeled input dynamics, generalizing the gain and phase margins of classical control. Inverse optimal results guarantee a disk margin that yields bounds on relative degree zero perturbations [7] . Despite the extensive literature on robust adaptive control, there has remained a wide gulf between the uncertainties considered within adaptive control theory and the fundamental uncertainty descriptions considered in the theory of linear robust control [8] . As a cornerstone of modern robust control, we have the idea of uncertainties described by (normalized) coprime factor perturbations, which permits consideration of both multiplicative and inverse multiplicative uncertainties within a unified framework. It is well established that the graph topology is an appropriate framework to study qualitative aspects of robustness to such uncertainties, and further that the gap metric (first introduced into control theory by Zames and El-Sakkary [9] , El-Sakkary [10] ) and its variant, the ν-gap [11] , induce the graph topology [12] , and provide quantitative measures of the uncertainty [13] , [14] . Indeed, the problem of maximizing the robustness margin b P ,C lies at the heart of H ∞ loop-shaping control synthesis [15] . The main contribution of this paper is, therefore, to provide adaptive control results within the context of gap metric uncertainties, i.e., to provide adaptive results within the framework of the fundamental uncertainty descriptions as developed in robust control theory.
The results in this paper build on recent system-theoretic developments in the study of the robustness of nonlinear feedback systems. Of particular importance for the development of the results in this paper are: 1) the appreciation of the importance of nonlinear gain functions and the corresponding development of nonlinear small gain theorems [16] and 2) the generalization of the gap metric to the nonlinear context in [17] (see also [18] and [19] ), including the development of conditions (of a small gain-type) for robust stability.
Two standard parametric adaptive controllers were considered in [17] , and both were shown to have zero-robustness margins in the sense of the margins defined in the paper. Supporting numerical evidence and series expansions of the closed-loop solutions suggested that these designs indeed have no robustness to simple but arbitrarily small gap perturbations. The fundamental question we address is whether it is possible to construct adaptive controllers with nonzero robustness margins. By answering this question in the affirmative, we develop a class of robust adaptive controllers that are robust to both perturbations of the plant in the gap metric and to bounded disturbances. We show (perhaps contrary to expectation) that it is possible to construct a universal adaptive controller for a first-order plant that can be arbitrarily unstable, while maintaining robustness in a gap metric sense. The gap perturbations may be more constrained for larger disturbances and for larger parametric uncertainty.
We give a formulation and solutions to this problem in the case where the gap is measured in either an L 2 or an L ∞ sense. Similar results are obtained for minimum phase plants of relative degree one. We illustrate applications of the results to specific classes of unmodeled dynamics: e.g., first-order lags, all-pass factor perturbations, the generalized Rohrs dynamics, and a general class of coprime factor uncertainties.
Finally, we extend these constructions to minimum phase plants of arbitrary relative degree. The control design objective is weakened from the construction of a universal controller (i.e., one that stabilizes the plant irrespective of the parameter uncertainty level) to that of a semiuniversal control design. A semiuniversal design is a control design that can depend on an a priori bound on the parameter uncertainty level, but whose performance is bounded independent of it. Such controllers are nonconservative in the sense that if the knowledge of the uncertainty level becomes poor, then the performance does not degrade. On the other hand, a conservative control design is defined as a control design whose performance degrades as the knowledge of the uncertainty level becomes poorer. To motivate the significance of the construction of semiuniversal designs, we show that memoryless nonlinear controllers are necessarily conservative, and we show that all linear control designs are necessarily conservative. By an intrinsic application of the gap-metric robustness theory, a semiuniversal controller is constructed for plants of arbitrary relative degree. This controller achieves nonzero gap robustness margins to unmodeled dynamics and robustness to bounded disturbances.
The results given in this paper, therefore, construct adaptive controllers with nonzero gap robustness margins. Since the gap metric induces the graph topology that is the fundamental description in which to investigate the robustness of closed loops, the results in this paper represent the start of a seemingly natural approach to robust adaptive control.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II defines the notation. In Section III, we state the main result (Theorem 3.1) without proof. The Rohrs example is considered and other examples are briefly discussed. Section IV develops the specific L 2 gain function analysis required for the proof of Theorem 3.1, while in Section V, we develop the required general inputoutput theory (Theorems 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3) and conclude the section by establishing Theorem 3.1. In Section VI, we establish robustness results (Theorem 6.4) for two designs in the realistic L ∞ disturbances setting, and discuss the relative merits of the two approaches. Section VII provides a rationale for adaptive control, characterizing concrete scenarios whereby a class of "semiuniversal" adaptive controllers outperform linear timeinvariant (LTI) and memoryless designs. Section VIII provides the concrete gain function analysis to establish robustness margins for semiuniversal designs for plants satisfying the classical assumptions of adaptive control, in both L 2 and L ∞ disturbance environments (Theorems 8.3 and 8.5).
II. BACKGROUND
The background, notation, and nomenclature is largely based on [17] . Let X be a nonempty set and let 0 < ω ≤ ∞. Let S ω denote the space of all measurable maps [0, ω) → X , and define S = S ∞ . For ω ∈ (0, ∞], v ∈ S ω , and τ ∈ [0, ω), T τ v ∈ S is given by
.
To V ⊂ S, we also associate two larger spaces, which are called the extended and ambient spaces, respectively:
We will often write x τ = T τ x . A mapping Q: X 1 → X 2 is said to be causal if for all τ < 0, x, y ∈ X 1 , T τ x = T τ y implies T τ Qx = T τ Qy. We consider causal mappings of signal spaces P : U a → Y a and C: Y a → U a , where P and C represent a plant and a controller, respectively, and U and Y are signal spaces over the positive time axis R + satisfying the properties: 1) U, Y are normed vector spaces, 2) T τ u ∈ U for all u ∈ U, τ ≥ 0 (respectively y ∈ Y), and 3)
Our central concern is with the system of equations
corresponding to the closed-loop feedback configuration of a plant and controller as depicted in Fig. 1 . We will be interested in the control of linear single-input single-output (SISO) minimal n-dimensional state-space realizations of strictly proper transfer functions in R, i.e., systems of the formẋ
such that
, n ≥ 1, and where
and detectable .
For normed signal spaces U, Y, and (θ, x 0 ) ∈ L n × R n , we define the plant operator
where u 1 ∈ U a , y 1 ∈ Y a satisfy (2) for the initial value x(0) = x 0 and θ = (A, B, C).
to the space of maps U a → Y a . Furthermore, the operator P * (θ, x 0 ) corresponds to a realization of the transfer function C(sI n − A) −1 B ∈ R. We will also utilize the formal transfer function symbol G(s) = C(sI n − A) −1 B to represent the linear time-domain operator P * ((A, B, C), 0). Corresponding to operators P and C are subsets of W, called the graphs of the plant G P and controller G C that are defined as
It is often useful to use an image representation of the graph of an operator. For linear systems, where [12] is of the form
where A, B, V, U ∈ RH ∞ satisfy the Bezout identity: V A + UB = 1 and P = BA −1 , where observe that we are expressing a time-domain linear operator by its frequency-domain symbol: these graphs should be interpreted as time-domain subsets of the signal space.
Let Γ denote the set of all causal operators U a → Y a . Given P 1 , P 2 ∈ Γ and a normed signal space V, define the (possibly empty) set
Φ is causal, bijective, and Φ(0) = 0 and the nonlinear directed gap [17] δ V (P 1 , P 2 ) = inf
nonlinear gap is a generalization of the standard definition of the H 2 gap δ 0 (·, ·) [9] , [17] , in the sense that if P 1 , P 2 ∈ R, and δ 0 (P 1 , P 2 ) < 1, then it is shown in [17, Proposition 5] 
As a prototype for the more general results that follow in Section VIII, we first develop a robustness result for the case of a first-order linear system perturbed by L 2 disturbances. This motivates the development of the general machinery, while minimizing the technicalities of the specific closed loop. The main scalar result is as follows.
Y a → U a can be explicitly constructed as follows:
Here, and throughout, the adaptive gain α is strictly positive. Note that the adaptive law is similar to the standard parametric adaptive law:k = αy Before proceeding to the proof of the result, we discuss how the theorem may be applied. Typical applications of Theorem 3.1 are to uncertainty sets that are asymptotically null in the following sense.
Definition 3.2:
A plant uncertainty set ∆(P * (θ, 0), ) ⊂ R parameterized by a nominal plant P * (θ, 0), θ ∈ L n , and an uncertainty level > 0, is said to be asymptotically null if lim →0 sup P ∈∆(P * (θ,0), ) δ(P * (θ, 0), P ) = 0.
All the following applications of the main theorem are then achieved using Corollary 3.3. 
We claim that this uncertainty set is asymptotically null w.r.t. to the plant P = P * ((a, 1, 1), 0). 2 To prove this assertion, consider 0 < e < 1, e = −a and observe that the graphs of P * ((a, 1, 1), 0), P can be written as
Let (V, U ) := (1, e + a), which satisfies
and define the mapping
Then, since for every y ∈ G P * ((a,1,1),0) , there exists x ∈ L 2 such that y = (A, B) T x, it follows that
It can then be shown that
→ 0 as → 0 as required. Consequently, Corollary 3.3 establishes that, for sufficiently 1 Note that all the instabilities exhibited by Rohrs (and the closed-loop operator infinite gain explanation given) are demonstrated for tracking problems, or to set point regulation problems with constant disturbances. Rohrs did not investigate L 2 disturbances for stabilization, which is the setting in which we are working initially. 2 The Rohr's plant is P * ((1, 2, 1), 0), but by rescaling of the input and output signals, the conclusions for P * ((a, 1, 1) , 0) are also valid for plants of the form P * ((a, b, c) , 0). small > 0 (which depends on the disturbance level r), the controller C * L 2 also stabilizes all plants in the set ∆(P * ((a, 1, 1), 0), ). 2) Other perturbations: By similar computations, we can exhibit many interesting uncertainty sets that are asymptotically null. For example, consider a nominal plant P = P * ((a, 1, 1), 0) perturbed by a series cascade of a first-order lag and an all-pass factor
This uncertainty set is asymptotically null w.r.t. to the plant P * ((a, 1, 1), 0), i.e., the perturbation is vanishingly small in a gap sense as N, M become large. Corollary 3.3 establishes that, for sufficiently large M, N (which depends on the disturbance level r), the controller C * L 2 also stabilizes the perturbed plant
This example is of particular interest since it violates all the classical assumptions of classical adaptive control; namely that the relative degree, sign of the high-frequency gain, and system order differ from the nominal plant. Furthermore, the perturbed plants are not minimum phase. Finally, we observe that the gap metric precisely measures the size of the smallest coprime factor perturbations; hence, if P 1 (s) = B(s)A(s) −1 has normalized coprime factors A, B, then the following set is asymptotically null:
The relation between this model of uncertainty and other "standard" models (additive, multiplicative, inverse multiplicative) is well understood and can be found in, e.g., [20] .
, and consider the controller C * L 2 defined by (4) . We first establish regular well-posedness of this controller when connected to any linear plant in L. Proof: See the Appendix. It is important to observe that, for a > 0, the operator
does not have even a local finite gain (or a class K gain function), since w 0 ≈ 0 does not imply
w 0 ≈ 0 (see [21] ). This precludes the direct application of the robust stability theory of [17] . This is a generic problem for closed loops with nonzero responses to zero disturbances or noncontinuous behavior at this point. This arises in a variety of situations; examples include smooth adaptive controllers when applied to unstable plants [21] and memoryless feedback designs such as [Example 5], when applied to systems with nonzero initial conditions (see [22] for an approach to such cases).
Also observe that the adaptive problem concerns the analysis of a controller on a parameterized set of nominal plants (i.e., parameterized by the uncertain parameter θ, and also typically the initial condition y 0 1 ). However, the standard gap framework applies to a single fixed nominal plant P . The approach taken in this paper is to view the uncertain parameters themselves as inputs to the plant. This has the effect of replacing a linear plant by a nonlinear plant with extra input channels, but has the advantage of needing only to study a single nominal plant.
In general, suppose the nominal plant is parameterized by p ∈ Π for some appropriate choice of Euclidean space Π. We then augment the U disturbance channel to U := Π × L 2 , where Π denotes the set of constant maps R + → Π, i.e.,
Since Π and Π are naturally isometrically isomorphic, henceforth, we always implicitly make the natural identifications between Π and Π and write Π for Π.
The plant and controller equations are then redefined appropriately with respect to the new domains and codomains (see later for an explicit example). In particular, the controller equations are chosen to assign 0 to the Π channel, to ensure that the nonlinear projection properties of the parallel projection hold. Appropriate extensions of the framework of [17] then apply directly. This idea allows us to consider system responses to parameter variations in the plant, e.g., Π = R p where p is the dimension of the parameter space. We will return to the problem of nonzero initial conditions in Section V. Now we return to the concrete example, and establish gain function stability of the augmented closed loop when the initial conditions are zero. For 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ and n ≥ 1, we define augmented signal spaces as
where the U norm is taken to be
. Let p = 2 and n = 1, and let θ = (a, 1, 1) ∈ E 1 = R 3 . We define the plant
where note that P is not a linear operator. The controller
) a is defined as follows:
Note that P (θ, u *
). We now come to the key result.
be defined by (6) . Consider P, C, defined by (7), (8) , and let Ω = R × {1} × {1}. Then, the operator H P ,C | Ω×W is gain function stable.
Proof: The gain function γ
To establish gf-stability, we consider the bounds (39), (42) of Proposition 4.2 to obtain the cubic inequality
At equality, the previous equation has a positive root, since the cubic coefficient is positive and the other coefficients are negative. The minimal positive root is then a bound on ∞) . Since roots of polynomial equations depend continuously on their coefficients, there is a continuous function λ:
Likewise, inequality (43) yields
This establishes gain function stability.
V. ROBUST STABILITY RESULTS
The three results in this section form the theoretical basis for deducing robustness results from gain function bound we have obtained in Proposition 4.3. While we have considered an L 2 setting to date, it should be observed that Theorem 5.1 holds in a general signal space setting, while Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 hold in any L p space, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. We will subsequently apply these results in both
, we have demonstrated gain function stability of the augmented closed loop [P, C]; hence, the global gain function results of [17] can be applied to deduce some form of robust stability for the augmented system [P, C]. However, our goal is to interpret the resulting robustness margin in terms of the classical gap metric applied to the nominal (unaugmented) plant P * ((a, 1, 1), 0): in particular, to elucidate the semiglobal nature of the resulting stability under perturbation. For this, we first establish a variant on the gain function stability result of [17] . This result is distinguished from the global gain function result of [17] by the need to consider gain functions over bounded subsets of the graphs, in preparation for the semiglobal results. 
3) There exists a function (·) ∈ K ∞ such that
Then, H P 1 ,C | X ∩B r : X ∩ B r → W × W is gf-stable and
Here, B r denotes the set B r = {x ∈ W | ||x|| ≤ r}. Proof: Let w ∈ X , ||w|| ≤ r, and let [0, ω w ) be the maximal interval of existence for H P 1 ,C w. Let ω w > τ > 0. Consider the equation
We claim that this equation has a solution x ∈ V where
Therefore, Q w (V ) ⊂ V . Since, by 1), T τ (I − Ψ)Π P //C is compact, it then follows that Q w is compact. Hence, by Schauder's fixed point theorem [23] , Q w has a fixed point in V . Hence, (11) has a solution x ∈ V ⊂ X as claimed.
As W has the property that sup τ ≥0 ||T τ x|| < ∞ implies x ∈ W, and since ω w > τ > 0 was arbitrary, it follows that 
Let Ω ⊂ E n be closed. Suppose H P ,C | Ω×W is gf-stable and
Then, there exists a continuous function µ:
Observe that β(r) = 0 if and only if (1 + ) −1 (r 0 )/2γ(r 0 ) = 0, which implies r 0 = 0. But if r 0 = 0, then by the definition of r 0 , and since Ω is closed, we have 0 ∈ Ω ⊂ L n . This is a contradiction, so r 0 > 0.
We need to show (w 1 , w 2 
To apply Theorem 5.1 with the augmented signal space E n × W for W, we define
is regularly well posed, it follows that [P 1 , C] is regularly well posed.
Let
We now verify the assumptions of Theorem 5. 0) ), there exists a mapping
Furthermore, Φ θ can always be chosen to make 
We first establish condition 1) of Theorem 5.1. Since the mapping Ψ is causal by the causality of Φ θ , and since Π P //C | Ω×W is gfstable, hence causal, it follows that
As
for some w ∈ W. We now verify the inequality 9) of Theorem 5.1 to establish condition 3). First we establish a key inequality
Now let τ > 0 and x ∈ X , ||x|| ≤ r. Then, since Π P //C x ∈ D ⊂ G P , inequality (14) gives
Since ||x|| τ ≤ r, from the definition of β and inequality (13) , it follows
Hence, by inequalities (15) and (16) that hold for all x ∈ X , ||x|| ≤ r and τ > 0, we have established the inequality (9) , and hence, condition 3), as required. Hence, it follows from Theorem 5.1 that H P 1 ,C | X ∩B r is gf-stable and (10) holds. In particular, since (θ, w 0 )
Since θ ∈ Ω, w 0 ∈ W were arbitrary, the result follows.
The third result in this section then shows that a robust stability guarantee for a closed loop free of initial conditions also guarantees a stability margin in the presence of sufficiently small initial conditions. The following result makes no restriction other than causality on the controller
Observe that N (U) = V := {u ∈ U : P * (θ 1 , 0)u ∈ Y}, N: U → V is invertible and P * (θ 1 , 0) = MN −1 . Let 
Therefore, 
In particular, w 0 = w 1 + w 2 , and by rearranging, we have w 0 = (w 1 + w 0 ) + w 2 . Since w 1 ∈ G P * (θ 1 ,0) , there exists v ∈ U such that (4)], see, e.g., [1] , [4] , [17] , [24] . The modifications (projections, σ modification, dead zones, etc.) of the 1980's were designed to overcome these destabilizing effects. We next demonstrate that these ideas can also be used to modify our L 2 controller (4) in order that it can operate in the L ∞ setting, by considering the projection modification. We also develop an alternative control design providing robustness to L ∞ disturbances and appraise the relative merits of the approaches.
The first controller considered, C * Pro j(a m a x ) : Y a → U a , is the standard projection modification to the L 2 design defined by
The second controller considered, C * L ∞ : Y a → U a , is the direct analogue of (4) in the L ∞ setting:
We first confirm regular well posedness for feedback systems containing these controllers and linear plants in L. 
Pro j(a m a x ) are given by (19) and (18).
Proof: Explicit gain function bounds follow from Proposition 6.2 by similar calculations to that of Proposition 4.3.
The following theorem can now be stated. 0) ) ≤ µ 1 (r 0 , a) for some a ∈ R and r 0 > 0, then there exists λ > 0 such that λ|x
2) A function
for some a ∈ R and r 0 > 0, then there exists λ > 0 such that λ|x
The proof follows from Proposition 6.3 by a similar construction to that of Theorem 3.1.
It has been shown in [17] Fig. 10, p. 887]) . Robustness in the presence of these unmodeled dynamics follows from Corollary 3.3.
The two solutions possess very different characteristics. As with all projection modifications, the projection design considered here requires a priori knowledge of the range of parameter values for a, and whose performance can be expected to scale poorly as a max becomes a conservative bound for a, see, e.g., [25] for a detailed discussion in a similar context (in the language of Section VII later, the projection design is conservative, while the L ∞ controller is universal). We illustrate this comparative advantage of the L ∞ design over the projection modification in Fig. 2 . The nominal plant P * (a, 1, 1) is considered throughout to be multiplicatively perturbed by an all-pass factor (M − s)/(M + s) with values a = 5, M = 20, and with external disturbances y 0 (t) = 10 −2 , u 0 (t) = sin(t). Fig. 2(a) shows the bounded input and output responses of the closed loop under the action of
controller is then considered, i.e., On the other hand, the projection design will behave identically to the nonmodified L 2 controller if the disturbances are sufficiently small in L 2 (i.e., ifk never reaches a max ), and hence, in this scenario, additionally inherits the positive L 2 robustness guarantees.
VII. RATIONALE FOR ADAPTIVE CONTROL
Classical adaptive control problems can be specified via an uncertainty set that we will denote by ∆ ∞ ⊂ L, and that typically contains a noncompact set of nominal plants. The control task is to construct a single controller to stabilize all plants within the set. Thus, we define a controller C * to be universal (w.r.t. ∆ ∞ ) if C * stabilizes P * (θ, 0) for all θ ∈ ∆ ∞ . 4 In practice, the requirement of a single controller that stabilizes the plant irrespective of the level of uncertainty is overly strong. It is hard to envisage a physical problem in which there is no information about the uncertainty level. We, therefore, relax the notion of universality as follows (see also [26] ). Let ∆(β) β ≥0 be a parameterized collection of nested subsets of ∆ ∞ such that ∪ β ≥0 ∆(β) = ∆(∞) = ∆ ∞ . Here, the parameter β represents the uncertainty level, i.e., the "size" of the uncertainty set. To capture the notion of performance, let D ⊂ W be bounded, and define P D ([P * (∆(β), 0), C * ]) to be the worst-case cost:
It is realistic that a (possibly very conservative) upper bound β * for β is available. It is therefore reasonable to allow the controller to possibly depend on β * , provided that the performance of the controller does not degrade as β * becomes more conservative. Universal controllers automatically do not degrade as β * becomes conservative simply because they are independent of β * (see [27] and [26] for some related ideas). This provides a motivation for the classical problem of constructing universal adaptive controllers even when a bound β * ≥ β is known. Defining C to be the set of all causal controllers Y a → U a , we make the following definition.
Definition 7.1: Let D ⊂ W.
A P D stable control design is a mapping Γ: R + → C such that, for all β ≥ 0 and for all β * ≥ β,
Note that a universal controller C
* has the simple (constant) design mapping Γ(β) = C * for all β ≥ 0, and hence, if it is P D stable design, then it is automatically P D semiuniversal.
To motivate the usefulness of this property, we observe that there is a simple result that shows the superiority of P D semiuniversal control designs over control designs that are P D conservative when the a priori known bound on the uncertainty level is sufficiently conservative. 
Proof: Follows directly from the definitions. This lemma is given considerable weight since for the types of uncertainty set we have considered to date, namely
any stable control design of the form Γ: R + → S (memoryless) or Γ: R + → R (strictly proper LTI) will be shown to be conservative in Proposition 7.4 and Theorem 7.5 given later. Here, the admissible set of memoryless controllers S is defined as
Observe that both S and R are sufficiently powerful controller classes to ensure that such stable control designs exist for the uncertainty description (20) . Since the controllers (4), (19) define universal control designs, we have shown that they outperform any memoryless or LTI control designs. Lemma 7.3 thus fully justifies the need for the complexity of nonlinear and dynamic controllers even for linear plants: the performance advantage of adaptive controllers, namely the semiuniversality property, necessarily requires nonlinear and dynamic controllers. As this performance advantage only requires semiuniversality, we shall henceforth be content to construct semiuniversal designs. We first show that memoryless output feedback controllers are conservative on our exemplar uncertainty set, noting that relative degree one plants can always be stabilized by memoryless output feedback.
Proposition 7.4:
. Let r > 0 and D = B r ⊂ W. Let ∆(β) be given by (20) . Suppose Γ: R + → S is a P D stable design mapping. Then, Γ is P D conservative.
Proof:
, it follows that for any point y 1 = 0 reachable in finite time by (u 0 , y 0 )
T ∈ D, we have
and by continuity, f β * (0) = 0. Let w 0 given by
Since f β * (0) = 0, it is straightforward to verify that y 1 (t) = y 0 (t), u 1 (t) = u 0 (t) for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, and hence, (21), we haveẏ 1 (t) = u 1 (t) = −f β * (y 1 (t)) ≤ −β * y 1 (t). Further, sinceẏ 1 (t) = 0 if y 1 (t) = 0, it follows that y 1 (t) ∈ [0, ε] for all t ≥ 1, and hence, 0 ≤ y 1 (t) ≤ ε exp(−β * (t − 1)) for all t ≥ 1.
and since
, this completes the proof for both p = 2 and p = ∞ as required.
We now show that all proper linear control designs are conservative on our exemplar uncertainty set.
. Let r > 0 and D = B r ⊂ W. Let ∆(β) be given by (20) . Suppose Γ:
Proof: Let p = 2 or p = ∞ and β ≥ 0. Since Γ is P D stable, and since P * ((a, 1, 1), 0), Γ(β) ∈ R, it follows that b P * ((a,1,1 ),0),Γ(β ) = ||Π P * ((a,1,1) ,0)//Γ(β ) || −1 > 0 for all a, β ∈ R, a < β. Now suppose for a contradiction that Γ is not P D conservative. Let > 0 be fixed. It follows that there exists b * > 0 and a sequence
. But for i sufficiently large, the plant
is not strongly stabilizable [12] , since there is only one real pole (β i ) between the real zeroes at s = (
is not simultaneously stabilizable [12] , thus giving a contradiction.
VIII. ROBUSTNESS OF L
2 AND L ∞ ADAPTIVE CONTROLLERS UNDER THE CLASSICAL ASSUMPTIONS In this section, we extend the previous results from the firstorder nominal plant to linear plants P : U a → Y a ,
which satisfy the classical assumptions of adaptive control namely: 1) the order of the plant (n ≥ 1) is known.
2) The relative degree (ρ = n − m) of the plant is known, and n ≥ ρ ≥ 1.
3) The high-frequency gain is positive (i.e., b m > 0). 
We first consider the construction of a universal controller for the relative degree one problem, i.e., where ρ = 1 and P (a, b) = P * (θ, 0) satisfies assumptions 1)-4), i.e., universal control of the uncertainty set M 1 . In the setting of U = Y = L 2 [R + ], we consider the controller C * L 2 defined by (4) and in the setting of 
As the plant is relative degree one, it can be stabilized by output feedback, i.e., there exists k ≥ 0, s.t. A k is Hurwitz. Then, an argument based on Schur's formula: Observe that P 1 , P 2 are continuously dependent on θ ∈ M n 1 . Let (u 0 , y 0 )
T ∈ W and let [0, ω) be the maximal interval 5 By the appropriate sign changes to the controller, we can also treat the case b m < 0. of existence. Let 0 ≤ t * < ω be defined by t * = inf{t ≥ 0 : k(t) = k} if the infimum exists and t * = ω otherwise. We now establish two critical inequalities (22) , (24) . The first key inequality holds on [0, t * ):
The second key inequality holds on [t * , ω)
where observe that for t ∈ [0, ω), the closed-loop equations are given by d dt
T . Let us consider first consider 1), i.e., the case where p = 2. We first bound x(t
. By applying Young's inequality (ab − 1/4b 2 ≤ a 2 ) three times to (22), we
Observing thatk is nonnegative and increasing, and by integrating, we obtain
We now consider the L 2 estimates on [t * , ω). Integrating (24) on [t * , t), t < ω, we obtain
which implies that, for all t ∈ [t * , ω), t) . Now let us estimatek(t) for t ∈ [t * , ω). As previously [inequality (41)], we havê
Substituting inequality (26) into inequality (25),
Rearranging and letting t → ω:
Since the RHS of inequality (27) 
, as required. By Lemma 4.1, it follows that ω = ∞.
The bound (43) also holds for . This completes the proof of 1). Now let us consider 2), i.e., the case p = ∞. Then,
By inequality (22), we can bound
and by inequality (23), we obtain the bound
Hence,
It now follows from inequalities (29), (30), and (31) that we have bounded
Hence, it follows that u 1 L ∞ [R + ] is also bounded as a function of |x
as required. This completes the proof of 2). With respect to the augmented signal space U = E n × U, we define the augmented plant P and controllers C L 2 , C L ∞ , as in Section IV, with n ≥ 1 and p = 2 or p = ∞:
where (4) and (19), respectively.
We now come to the key result. Proposition 8.2: Let p = 2 or p = ∞ and n ≥ 1,
Consider P, C L 2 , and C L ∞ defined by (32) (33), and (34), respectively. Suppose Ω ⊂ M 1 n . Then, the operator H P ,C L p | Ω×W is gain function stable.
Proof: The proof is analogous to Proposition 4.3, and follows from the fact that in the proof of Proposition 8.1, the parameter k can be chosen to depend continuously on θ.
We now give a gap margin result.
, where p = 2 or p = ∞, and let n ≥ 1. Then, there exists a controller C * L p : Y a → U a and a continuous function µ:
The result follows from Proposition 8.2 and Theorem 5.2, similarly to the proof of Theorem 3.1.
A nonconservative controller for general relative degree problem is constructed from the universal relative degree one controllers (4) and (19) , respectively, as follows. Suppose the plant
is relative degree one, minimum phase, and has positive high-frequency gain. We can apply the results of the previous section directly to this modified plant, i.e., to the closed loop [z(s)P
Assuming for now that u 0 = y 0 = 0, observe that the boundedness of signals of
However, we cannot implement the controller z(s)C * L p as it is nonproper. However, by including suitable filtering terms, we can obtain a proper controller
Then, we show that the filter terms are small in the gap, i.e., δ(z(s)P * (θ, 0),
By the obvious block diagram manipulation, we can then establish stability of Before we prove the main result, Theorem 8.5, we establish the preliminary proposition. 
Proof: Let p = 2 or p = ∞ and let > 0. We claim that, for any strictly proper finite dimensional linear system H(s), the set ∆(H(s), * ) = {P 1 : U a → Y a : 
To prove the claim, we express G H (s) in the coprime factorized manner
where A(s), B(s) ∈ RH ∞ are coprime, and we can take A(s) to be relative degree zero. Then, we can express Define the mapping Φ:
Since B(s) ∈ RH ∞ and is strictly proper, it follows that sB(s) ∈ RH ∞ . Now, 
and P D denotes the worst-case cost: T ∈ D. Consider the control design Γ: (4), (19) , and 0) and define the augmented plant and controller P, C by: 
where P 1 denotes the operator
. By (14), we also know
From the triangle inequality, we have
From Proposition 8.4 and since Ω(β) is compact, by choosing
Hence, inequality (35) is satisfied. Without loss of generality assume that M
where
By block diagram manipulations, we know:
By inequalities (36), (37), we see that Π P 1 //C is gf. stable, and that the proof will be complete by showing that
Note that the gap margin is about the nominal relative degree one plant z(s)P * (θ, 0), not the original plant P * (θ, 0). Also observe that the controller obtained is not universal, and the filter coefficients M i , 1 ≤ i ≤ ρ must be taken to be sufficiently large: they depend on the nominal plant set Ω(β) and the location of the zeroes of z(s). However, the controller is P D semiuniversal in the sense of the quadratic cost considered, and hence, outperforms P D conservative designs by Lemma 7.3. Practical difficulties in the implementation of this controller may arise in some contexts: since the poles of the filter z(s)M (s) may be required to be much further to the left of the zeroes, the system may be too sensitive to disturbances. This sensitivity is captured by the constraint that the derivatives of u 0 , y 0 are also required to be bounded in L 2 or L ∞ .
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have approached the classical problem of robustness of adaptive controllers to unmodeled dynamics within the framework of the nonlinear gap metric in both L 2 While the results have been presented in a qualitative manner, the proofs are fully constructive, and in principle can be used to explicitly compute the gap margins. As the main contribution of the paper is simply to demonstrate that adaptive controllers with nonzero gap margins can be constructed, explicit bounds on the margins have not be given as no attempt has been made to optimize any estimates. A major open area for future research is therefore to investigate optimizing tight bounds for such adaptive problems, under suitably formulated criteria for optimization.
Within the L 2 setting, we have analyzed the behavior of controllers closely related to the classical designs; however, the robustness margins are only valid for L 2 disturbance signals, and it is well known that these designs are nonrobust in the presence of persistent disturbances. The L 2 analysis is of interest for two reasons. Firstly, it highlights that the lack of robustness of designs is necessarily a combination of unmodeled dynamics and inappropriate disturbances: appropriate classes of unmodeled dynamics can be tolerated if the disturbances are suitable. Secondly, the neighborhood of tolerable perturbations in the L 2 setting is described by the H 2 gap metric, familiar from linear robust control theory. On the other hand, within the L ∞ setting, we have synthesized robust adaptive controllers that are robust to both a more practical class of persistent disturbances and to initial conditions. The first design considered is the standard projection modification to the L 2 design; the second design is not a "classical" design. This illustrates that the theory is not tied to a single function space and that the appropriate choice of signal space is inherent in the modeling of the control specification: we expect that many meaningful generalizations are possible with other signal norms.
is locally well posed by standard results on ordinary differential equations. Suppose w 0 ∈ W, and consider (w 1 , w 2 T ∈ W, let [0, ω) be the maximal interval of existence, and let 0 ≤ t * < ω be defined as t * = inf{t ≥ 0 :k(t) ≥ a} if the infimum exists, and
Suppose t * < ω. We first bound y 1 (t * ). Define V : R → R + by V (y 1 ) = y . By integrating, and by observing thatk is nonnegative and increasing, we obtain:
We now consider the L 2 estimates on [t * , ω). Sincek is increasing, it follows that a −k ≤ 0 for ω > t ≥ t * ; hence, we can establish an inequality of the form:V ≤ −y . Sincek is increasing, by integrating on [t * , t), we obtain
which implies that, for all t ≥ t * ,
. From the definition of the adaptive law (4), we havê
and, in particular, by the inequality (1 + a)
Substituting inequality (41) into inequality (40), we obtain
Rearranging and letting t → ω, establishes the key inequality
Since the RHS of inequality (42) 
We now consider the L ∞ estimates on [t * , ω). Sincek is nondecreasing, it follows that a −k ≤ 0 for t * ≤ t < ω; hence, we can establish an inequality of the forṁ V ≤ −y . Noting that for any a ∈ R, the same argument as used previously to derive inequality (45) and the fact that k L ∞ [t * ,ω ) ≤ |a max | gives the following inequality for t ∈ [t * , ω)
where note that if a < 0, then t * = 0, so y 1 (t * ) = y This completes the proof.
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